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INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDII}ATE:

This question booklet consists of 10 questions.

Answer all questions.

The full marks for each question or section are shown in the bracket at the end of each of the

question or section.

All steps must be shown clearlY.

Only non-programmable scientific calculators can be used.

Numerical answers can be given in the form of z, e, surd, fractions or up to three significant

figures, where appropriate, unless stated otherwise in the question.
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LIST OF MATHEMATICAL FORMULAE

For the quadratic equation ax' + bx + c = 0:

* --bt"[t' -q*
2a

For air arithmetic series:

T, = ct+(n-l)d

s, =llzo+(n_\dl

For a geometric series:

Tn = ar'-l

, s, =#,r*r
.t

Binomial expansion:

(a+b), = a, +(:).-,r.(;)o-u'+ + (i)"-'u' + +b' ,

dengan neNd*f'):, nt',

gJ fu-r\'rl

t!
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1. Find the values of x satisfuing the equation

1og, (xo + +)= I + logo (x' + +). [5 marks]

2. polynomial P(r):2x3 +ax'-x+6 has (r+1) asafactorandleavesaremainder 12

when divided by (, - 3). Oetermine the values of a and b-

[6 marks]

,/1. The quadratic equation .r'+2(k+1)x+(2k+5)=0 has roots a arrd1.If the roots

are equal, show that k : 2. Hence, find the quadratic equation with roots

r'\_

i.:--

11
-OIId 

-----=.
a' p'

[7 marks]

4. The third and the sixth terms of a geometric series *" I *d +. Determine the216
values of the first term and the common ratio. Hence, find the sum of the first nine

terms of the series.

j[7 marks]

5; Solve the following inequalities:

(a) 7x2 + x-6 < x' -4 . [4 marks]

(b)
x+3
x-1

>3. [6 marks]
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6. Expand __L- up to the term x3 and determine the interval of x for which the
' (3-x)'

expansion is valid. Hence, approximat" a+= correct to fots decimal places'
(2.9)'

t12 marksl

[-r o -21 [t -11

7. Given .t=l 2 1 o l, ,=lj, o'l *o '=l' 
-1 o-lt' Lrlven ^=l:, ; ; ]' 

"-l-; -,1 
'-Lr o -tl

(a) Find matrix D = ,n-(nC)' '

(b) show that lADl=lnel.

[5 marks]

[7 marks]

8. Two factors of the polynomiat P(x)= xt +ffi'+bx-6 arc (x+l) and (x-2)'

Determine the values of a and b, and find the third factor of the polynomial' Hence'

express

r 2x2 -5x -13 1

P( x)

as a sum of partial fractions. t13 marks]

g. (a) Giventwocomplexnumbers zr=1 +3f arrdz'-2-i'express 2!32 in
ztzz

the form of a + bi, where a and' b are real numbers' Hence, determine

lrr+rr l f6 marksl

| ,,r, I

(b) Solvethe equation 5(2x+r; - 4' =16' [7 marks]
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10. Consider the system of linear equations

x, -2x, *3x. -1 = 0

xt + mx2 *2x, = )
-Zxr+m'xr-4xr+4=3m

where misaconstant.

(a) Write the above system of linear equations in augmented matrix, V I f1

[2 marks]

i [6 marks]

[ 5 marks]

(b) By using row operations, show that the above augmented matrix can be

reduced to

-23
m+2 -l
0m

[1

l0
Lo :l

(i)

(iD

Solve the above system of linear equations for m: 1.

State the condition of m for which the system of linear equations has

an infinite number of solutions and has no solution.

[2 marks]

END OF QUESTION BOOKLET
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